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Abstract
The majority of approaches for acquiring dense 3D en-
vironment maps with RGB-D cameras assumes static envi-
ronments or rejects moving objects as outliers. The repre-
sentation and tracking of moving objects, however, has sig-
nificant potential for applications in robotics or augmented
reality. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to dy-
namic SLAM with dense object-level representations. We
represent rigid objects in local volumetric signed distance
function (SDF) maps, and formulate multi-object tracking
as direct alignment of RGB-D images with the SDF repre-
sentations. Our main novelty is a probabilistic formulation
which naturally leads to strategies for data association and
occlusion handling. We analyze our approach in experi-
ments and demonstrate that our approach compares favor-
ably with the state-of-the-art methods in terms of robustness
and accuracy.
1. Introduction
RGB-D cameras are popular devices for dense visual 3D
scene acquisition. Most approaches to simultaneous local-
ization and mapping (SLAM) with RGB-D cameras only
map the static part of the environment and localize the cam-
era within this map. While some approaches filter dynamic
objects as outliers from the measurements, SLAM of mul-
tiple moving objects has attracted only little attention so
far. In many applications of robotics and augmented re-
ality (AR), however, agents interact with the environment
and hence the environment state is dynamic. Approaches
that concurrently track multiple moving objects hence have
rich potential for robotics and AR applications.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to dynamic
SLAM that maps and tracks objects in the scene. We
detect objects through instance segmentation of the im-
ages and subsequently perform tracking and mapping of
the static background and the objects. In previous ap-
proaches [15, 16, 27], data association of measurements to
objects is either solved through image-based instance seg-
mentation or by raycasting in the maps. We propose to
determine the unknown association of pixels to objects in
a probabilistic expectation maximization (EM [3]) formu-
lation which estimates the soft association likelihood from
the likelihood of the measurements in our map representa-
tion. The probabilistic association provides additional ge-
ometric cues and implicitly handles occlusions for object
segmentation, tracking, and mapping (see Fig. 1). We rep-
resent the object maps by volumetric signed distance func-
tions (SDFs). We augment the maximum likelihood inte-
gration of the SDF from depths to incorporate their associa-
tion likelihood. The probabilistic data association facilitates
the direct alignment of the depth maps with the SDF object
maps. This avoids projective data association through ray-
casting which is needed for the ICP algorithm. In our ex-
periments, we evaluate our approach on several datasets and
demonstrate superior performance over the state-of-the-art
methods. Our results demonstrate that proper probabilistic
treatment of data associations is a key ingredient to robust
object-level SLAM in dynamic scenes.
In summary, we make the following contributions in our
work,
• We propose a probabilistic EM formulation for dy-
namic object-level SLAM that naturally leads to data
association and occlusion handling strategies.
• Based on our EM formulation, we approach multi-
object tracking as direct alignment of RGB-D im-
ages with SDF object representations and evaluate this
tracking approach for dense dynamic SLAM.
• Our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on
several datasets for dynamic object-level SLAM.
2. Related work
Static SLAM: Simultaneous localization and map-
ping (SLAM) with RGB-D sensors has seen tremendous
progress quickly after the sensors have become broadly
available on the market. KinectFusion [13] is a prominent
approach that incrementally tracks the camera motion and
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Figure 1. Dynamic object-level SLAM with probabilistic data association. We infer the association likelihood of pixels with objects in an
expectation-maximization framework. The probabilistic data association improves accuracy and robustness of tracking and mapping. It
implicitly handles occlusions. The E-step estimates the association likelihoods based on the data likelihood of the current image given the
latest object maps and poses. In the M-step poses and map are updated with the measurements according to the association likelihoods.
Association likelihoods are visualized for the background (top), the train (middle) and the airplane (bottom). The moving train occludes
the table and the airplane which is well recovered by the association likelihoods. Without association likelihoods, artifacts are integrated
into the map due to wrong data association.
maps the environment densely in volumetric signed distance
function (SDF) grids. Several other RGB-D SLAM ap-
proaches have been proposed that differ in tracking meth-
ods such as ICP [13], direct image alignment [10] or SDF
alignment [4], and map representations such as surfels [9]
or keyframes [10]. Extensive research has gone into scaling
the approaches to large environments [25, 14] or support-
ing loop-closing [10, 26] to reduce drift. Some approaches
also consider the creation of object-level maps [17, 12], but
assume the objects to remain static.
Dynamic SLAM: Research on tracking and reconstruc-
tion of articulated objects such as human body parts [23, 24]
or robots [18, 6] is related to dynamic SLAM. Recently,
some RGB-D SLAM methods have been proposed that rep-
resent and track moving rigid objects. An early approach
extends keyframe-based RGB-D SLAM to object-level dy-
namic SLAM [20]. The approach segments moving objects
between RGB-D frames [21] and builds a keyframe pose
graph for associated motion segments in the keyframes. Co-
Fusion [15] extends surfel-based representations for mov-
ing objects. It combines geometric with motion segmenta-
tion to detect moving objects. Tracking camera motion with
respect to the scene background and the objects is based on
ICP alignment using geometry and color cues. MaskFu-
sion [16] does not use motion segmentation but fuses ge-
ometric with a deep-learning based instance segmentation
(Mask R-CNN [7]). MID-Fusion [27] follows a similar ap-
proach, but represents the 3D map in volumetric SDFs using
octrees. We also represent objects in using SDFs but formu-
late tracking using efficient but accurate direct SDF align-
ment which avoids the computationally tedious raycasting
required for ICP. We also propose novel strategies for han-
dling occlusions and disocclusions.
3. Proposed Method
Our dynamic SLAM approach performs incremental
tracking and mapping of objects and the static background.
We propose a probabilistic formulation for tracking and
mapping of multiple objects which naturally leads to a prin-
cipled method for data association and occlusion handling.
We represent the 3D shape of objects and background in
volumetric SDF representations which we estimate from the
depth images obtained with the RGB-D sensor. New ob-
ject instances are initially detected and segmented using a
semantic appearance-based deep learning approach (Mask
R-CNN [7]).
3.1. Probabilistic Dynamic Tracking and Mapping
We formulate SLAM as maximum likelihood estimation
of the camera trajectory and the map from visual observa-
tions zt (the depth images). The map is composed of sep-
arate TSDF volumes m := {mi}Ni=0 for the background
(m0) and N objects. In each camera frame at time t, we
track the camera pose with regard to the objects and back-
ground with distinct poses ξt := {ξt,i}Ni=0, ξt,i ∈ SE(3).
We choose incremental tracking and mapping in which we
optimize the joint posterior likelihood of the map and the
camera poses in the current frame, given all images so far,
argmax
m,ξt
p(m, ξt | z1:t) =
argmax
m,ξt
p(zt |m, ξt) p(m | z1:t−1) p(ξt). (1)
We optimize the posterior separately first for the camera
pose, then for the map.
By causality, each pixel measurement can only be at-
tributed to one of the objects or the background, such that
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we also need to find the association of each pixel u to one
of the objects. This association is a latent variable ct =
{ct,u} , ct,u ∈ {0, . . . , N} in our probabilistic model which
we infer during the tracking and mapping.
3.2. Expectation Maximization Framework
Expectation-maximization (EM) is a natural framework
for our problem of finding the latent data association with
the map and camera pose estimates. In EM, we treat the
map and camera poses as parameters θ to be optimized. In
the E-step, we recover a variational approximation of the
association likelihood given the current parameter estimate
from the previous EM iteration,
q(ct)← argmax
q(ct)
∑
ct
q(ct) ln p(zt, ct | θ). (2)
The maximum is achieved for q(ct) = p(ct | zt,θ). For the
M-step, we maximize the expected log posterior under the
approximate association likelihood
θ ← argmax
θ
∑
ct
q(ct) ln p(zt, ct | θ) + ln p(θ). (3)
Note that p(θ) = p(m | z1:t−1) p(ξt).
In our case the E-step can be performed by evaluating
p(ct | zt,θ) = p(zt | ct,θ)p(ct | θ)∑
c′t
p(zt | c′t, θ)p(c′t | θ)
. (4)
Since we treat the data and association likelihood stochas-
tically independent between pixels, the association likeli-
hood can be determined efficiently for each pixel individ-
ually. Assuming uniform prior association likelihood, we
arrive at
p(ct | zt,θ) = p(zt | ct,θ)∑
c′t
p(zt | c′t,θ)
. (5)
The M-step is solved individually per object by taking
into account the association likelihood of the pixels to the
objects. We optimize first for the camera poses in the pre-
vious map and then integrate the measurement into the map
using the new pose estimates. In the following, we detail
the individual steps in our pipeline that implement the EM
algorithm.
3.3. Image Preprocessing and Projection
We apply a bilateral filter on the raw depth images to
smoothen depth quantization artifacts. From the filtered
depth maps D we compute 3D point coordinates p =
pi−1(u, D(u)) ∈ R3 at each pixel u ∈ R2, where we de-
fine pi−1(u, D(u)) := D(u)C−1 (ux, uy, 1)
> and C is the
camera intrinsics matrix of the calibrated pinhole camera
projection model.
3.4. Map Representation
We represent background and objects maps by volumet-
ric SDFs. The SDF ψ(p) : R3 → R yields the signed dis-
tance of a point p to the closest surface represented by the
SDF. The object surface is determined by the zero level-set{
p ∈ R3 : ψ(p) = 0} of the SDF. We implement the vol-
umetric SDF through discretization in a 3D grid of voxels.
The SDF value at a point within the grid is found through
trilinear interpolation. We maintain several SDF volumes
in our method: one background volume (resolution 5123)
and several smaller SDF volumes, one for each detected
object (initialized with a size of 643 and resized as needed,
s. Sec, 3.5).
3.5. Instance Detection and Segmentation
For instance detection and segmentation we mostly fol-
low [12], but adapt the approach for dynamic scenes. As
in [12] we use Mask R-CNN [7] to detect and segment ob-
ject instances. The Mask R-CNN detector runs at a lower
processing rate than the remaining SLAM pipeline, hence,
we only have detections available for a subset of frames.
Mask R-CNN is run sequentially every 30 frames. If a de-
tection result is available, we match the detections with the
current objects in the map and create new objects for un-
matched detections.
Similar to [12] we also maintain a recursive estimate of
the foreground probability pfg(p | i) = Fg i(p)/(Fg i(p) +
Bg i(p)) of points p through counts in the corresponding
voxels of the object maps. The foreground and background
counts Fg i(v) andBg i(v) of each voxel v are updated using
the associated segments,
Fg i(v)← Fg i(v) + pMRCNNfg (v)
Bg i(v)← Bg i(v) +
(
1− pMRCNNfg (v)
) (6)
The voxels are projected into the image to determine the
segmentation likelihood pMRCNNfg (v) in the associated seg-
ment from Mask R-CNN. During raycasting for visualiza-
tion and generation of model masks, a point p from object
i is only rendered if pfg(p | i) > 0.5 and there is no other
model along that ray with a shorter ray distance. In order to
account for possible occlusions, we only perform the update
in (6) in unoccluded regions, i.e., where the mask generated
from the object volume without considering other models
fits the final segmentation.
For matching detections with objects, we find the repro-
jected segmentations of the objects in the map within the
current image using raycasting. We determine the overlap
of the reprojected segmentations with the detected segments
by the intersection-over-union (IoU) measure. Segments are
associated if their IoU is largest and above a threshold (0.2
in our experiments).
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Figure 2. Pixel association likelihood. The E-step of our EM
method determines the association likelihood (black: 0, white: 1)
for the background (third row) and all objects (fourth row: clock).
The association likelihood is determined from the data likelihood
of the pixels in all objects given the current pose and map esti-
mates (second row, object segments overlaid by color). Before
the clock starts to move, the association weight is equally dis-
tributed between the background and the clock model. While the
clock moves upwards, the background above the clock becomes
occluded and the clock measurements are stronger associated with
the object map than with the background.
Similar to [12], unmatched segments are used to create
new objects by calculating the 10th and 90th percentiles of
the pointcloud generated from the depth image masked by
a segment and using them to determine the volume center
ci and size si (see [12] for details). We choose a padding
factor of 2.0 around these percentiles for the volume size
and set the initial volume resolution ri to 64 along each axis,
yielding a voxel size of vi = siri . If new detections matched
with an existing model fall outside the existing volume, it
is resized by determining an increased ri required to fit the
new detection and shifting ci by a multiple of vi so that it is
still in the center of the volume.
The new volume is only initialized if its center ci is
within 5m from the camera and the volumetric IoU with any
other volume is lower than 0.5. Since Mask R-CNN tends
to deliver false detections, we follow [12] and maintain an
existence probability pex (i) = Ex (i)/(Ex (i)+NonEx (i))
similar to the voxel-wise foreground probability, where for
each frame with a Mask R-CNN segmentation available
Ex (i) is incremented if the object is matched to a segment
and otherwise NonEx (i) is incremented. We delete objects
where pex (i) < 0.1.
3.6. Data Association
We associate the pixels u in the current frame accord-
ing to Eq. (5). Let pi := T(ξi)pi−1(u, D(u)) be the local
point coordinate of pixel u in the coordinate frame of ob-
ject i, where we denote p :=
(
p>, 1
)>
. We model the data
likelihood of a pixel that falls inside the map volume of ob-
ject ct with a mixture distribution,
p(u | ct,θ) = α 1
2σ
exp
(
−|ψct(pct)|
σ
)
pfg(pct | ct)+
(1− α) pU (pct), (7)
where ψct is the SDF of object ct. The mixture is com-
posed of a Laplace distribution which explains the measure-
ment within the object, and a uniform component pU that
models outlier measurements and objects that are not yet
detected and missing in the multi-object map. If the pixel
is not within the map volume of object ct, we set its data
likelihood to zero for this object. Hence, the association
likelihood is p(ct | u,θ) = p(u|ct,θ)∑
c′t
p(u|c′t,θ) .
Occlusions are implicitly handled by our data associa-
tion approach. If an object is occluded by another object
in the map, the association likelihood will be higher within
the occluding object. This results in a lower weight for the
measurements in the occluded object for tracking and map
integration. Fig. 2 illustrates such a case for a clock which
is moved upwards along a wall.
3.7. Tracking
Most existing approaches to dynamic multi-object
SLAM employ a variant of the iterative closest points
(ICP [2]) algorithm for tracking the camera pose. This
requires that a point cloud is extracted from the existing
TSDF volume and associations are found between this point
cloud and the depth image. A typical approach with SDF
map representations is to apply raycasting to determine the
zero-crossings along the line-of-sight of the pixels. The
point clouds are aligned using non-linear least squares tech-
niques. In this approach, depth measurements are associ-
ated projectively with the zero-level surface.
We instead follow the approach in [4] and associate the
depth measurements with the closest point on the surface.
This is achieved by minimizing the signed distance of the
measured points to the surface which is directly given by
the SDF function at the points.
According to the M-step in Eq. (3), we estimate the cam-
era pose with regard to an SDF volume by minimizing
E(ξ) =
1
2
∑
u∈Ω
q(cu) |ψ (T(ξ)p(u))|δ , (8)
where p(u) := pi−1(u, D(u)) and q(cu) is the association
likelihood of pixel u for the object/background. We use
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Figure 3. Tracking with association likelihoods. Probabilistic data
association helps to overcome inaccuracies of the instance seg-
mentation with geometric cues and makes the tracking more ro-
bust. From top to bottom: RGB images, our 3D reconstruction
with reprojected object segmentation, association likelihood for
the hand/horse object, our total pixel weights for tracking for the
hand/horse object, 3D reconstruction with foreground probability
instead of the association likelihood, total tracking weights with
foreground probability instead of association likelihood.
the Huber norm with threshold δ to achieve robustness with
regard to outliers.
We optimize Eq. (8) using the iteratively reweighted non-
linear least squares (IRLS) algorithm. Since the camera
poses are in SE(3), we optimize Eq. (8) by reformulating
it with a local parametrization using the Lie algebra se(3).
To this end, we apply local increments δξ ∈ se(3) to the
current solution for ξ in each iteration which we linearize
at δξ = 0. Consequently, Eq. (8) becomes
E(δξ) =
1
2
∑
u∈Ω
q(cu)wu (ψ (T(ξ)T(δξ)p(u)))
2
, (9)
with weights wu which are adapted in each iteration to im-
plement the Huber norm. We additionally weigh the in-
dividual terms in the sum in (9) by the map confidence
W (pi−1(u, D(u)))/maxu′∈ΩW (pi−1(u′, D(u′))), where
W (p) is the accumulated integration weight (see section
3.8). It quantifies how certain we are about a surface es-
timate in the model. This robustifies the tracking when
large objects enter the frame from the image boundary. The
optimization is performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt
method. This tracking optimization is first run on the back-
ground TSDF to estimate the updated camera pose before
recomputing the association probabilities and running the
same algorithm on each object TSDF for updating the indi-
vidual object poses.
Fig. 3 illustrates the effectiveness of using the associ-
ation likelihood for tracking. We compare our approach
with just using the foreground probabilities without geo-
metric cues by replacing q(cu) with pfg(pcu | cu) in Eq.
(9). While the foreground probability also provides a seg-
mentation cue, it is not sufficient for robust tracking due
to the inaccurate object instance segmentations by Mask R-
CNN.
3.8. Mapping
Once the new camera poses ξt have been estimated, we
implement the M-step (Eq. (3)) by integrating the depth
maps into the background and object volumes. Follow-
ing [5], we find the SDF corresponding to the maximum
likelihood surface fit to the depth images using the recur-
sive integration scheme
ψ(v)← W (v)ψ(v) + q(cu) d(v)
W (v) + q(cu)
,
W (v)← min(Wmax,W (v) + q(cu)),
(10)
where d(v) is the measured depth difference of the voxel
towards the integrated depth image. For implementing the
M-step in Eq. 3, we incorporate the association likelihood
q(cu) of the pixel u which passes through the voxel for
computing the update weight. The cap on W (v) prevents
the model from becoming overconfident in SDF estimate
and allows for faster adaptation in case of inaccurate or
missing segmentations of dynamic objects.
4. Experiments
We evaluate the performance of our method qualitatively
and quantitatively on datasets containing dynamic scenes
published with [15] and the benchmark [22]. Our imple-
mentation is done in C++ using OpenCV and CUDA. We
use a wrapper to execute the implementation [1] of Mask
R-CNN from our C++ code.
In our experiments, the truncation distance is chosen to
be 10 times the voxel size for each TSDF volume and the
parameter δ in (8) is twice the voxel size. In (7), we set
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σ = 0.02, α = 0.8, and pU (pct) = 1.0. Mask R-CNN
detections are only accepted if they are large enough (at
least 40 × 40 pixels) and objects are classified as invisi-
ble (tracking and mapping unreliable) and deleted if their
projected mask area within a region of 20 pixels from the
image boundary is below this threshold. To avoid clutter-
ing the scene with large volumes containing static objects
for which Mask R-CNN usually generates very inaccurate
masks, we exclude a list of these object classes (e.g., tables,
beds, refridgerators, etc.) from the Mask R-CNN detections
used for instatiating new object volumes.
While one could implement a sliding window version for
the background TSDF [25], we found that in our experi-
ments a volume size of 5.12m with the camera positioned at
the center of one of the sides of the volume usually worked
well. The only exception from this strategy is the scene
Room4, where we increased the volume size to 7.68m and
moved the initial camera pose further inside the volume to
keep the scene within the volume boundaries.
4.1. Quantitative Evaluation
Tracking of dynamic objects. We perform quantita-
tive evaluation of dynamic object tracking on the synthetic
scenes provided by the authors of Co-Fusion [15]. Remark-
ably, although many objects present in the scene are not
contained in the COCO dataset [11], Mask R-CNN man-
ages to generate detections of most of the moving objects.
We compare our method to Kintinuous (KT, [25]), Elas-
ticFusion (EF, [26]), Co-Fusion (CF, [15]), and MaskFu-
sion (MF, [16]). KT and EF are static SLAM systems that
treat dynamic objects as outliers. CF uses geometric and
motion segmentation for dynamic objects, while MaskFu-
sion combines geometric segmentation with Mask R-CNN
based instance segmentation. For the publicly available im-
plementation of MF we had to adjust the minimum number
of pixels required for instantiating a new object model to
work well on the sequences. We used the same threshold as
in our approach, but MaskFusion still failed to instantiate an
object instance for the rocking horse in the Room4 scene.
The results of our evaluation are shown in Table 1. One
can see that our method achieves competitive results. Es-
pecially for the dynamic objects, our method outperforms
the competing dynamic object-level SLAM approaches CF
and MF. The large camera tracking error wrt the static back-
ground (Static Bg) for MF in the ToyCar3 scene is caused
by a very late detection of one of the moving cars, caus-
ing significant drift at the beginning of the trajectory. This
shows that the ICP tracking without a robust norm used in
MF is sensitive to missing detections. Our robust tracking
using direct SDF alignment and the Huber norm, however,
manages to keep the trajectory error low.
Robust camera tracking. Similar to experiments per-
formed in MaskFusion [16] and MID-Fusion [27], we can
KT EF CF MF Ours
To
yC
ar
3 Static Bg 0.10 0.59 0.61 20.60 0.95
Car1 - - 7.78 1.53 0.77
Car2 - - 1.44 0.58 0.18
R
oo
m
4
Static Bg 0.16 1.22 0.93 1.41 1.37
Airship - - 0.91/ 13.62/ 0.56/
1.01 2.29/ 1.41/
3.46 0.75
Car - - 0.29 2.66 2.10
Horse - - 5.80 - 3.57
Table 1. AT-RMSEs (in cm) of estimated trajectories for the syn-
thetic sequences from Co-Fusion [15]. The Airship trajectory is
split into multiple parts due to separate geometric segments and
detections with too little overlap for assignment. Our method
achieves competitive results with a static SLAM system (EF) for
the static background and outperforms other dynamic SLAM ap-
proaches (CF, MF) on the objects.
VO-SF SF CF MF MID-F Ours
f3s static 2.9 1.3 1.1 2.1 1.0 0.9
f3s xyz 11.1 4.0 2.7 3.1 6.2 3.7
f3s halfsphere 18.0 4.0 3.6 5.2 3.1 3.2
f3w static 32.7 1.4 55.1 3.5 2.3 1.4
f3w xyz 87.4 12.7 69.6 10.4 6.8 6.6
f3w halfsphere 73.9 39.1 80.3 10.6 3.8 5.1
(a) AT-RMSE (in cm)
VO-SF CF SF MF Ours
f3s static 2.4 1.1 1.1 1.7 0.9
f3s xyz 5.7 2.7 2.8 4.6 2.6
f3s halfsphere 7.5 3.0 3.0 4.1 3.0
f3w static 10.1 22.4 1.3 3.9 1.2
f3w xyz 27.7 32.9 12.1 9.7 6.0
f3w halfsphere 33.5 40.0 20.7 9.3 5.1
(b) RP-RMSE (cm/s)
Table 2. Comparison of robust camera tracking towards the static
background in dynamic scenes for different methods and mea-
sures. Our approach provides state-of-the-art results and outper-
forms previous methods in the majority of the sequences and mea-
sures.
w/o assoc. w/o map conf. Ours
R
oo
m
4
Static Bg 1.42 1.37 1.37
Airship 0.49/ 0.73/ 0.56/
1.13/ 1.47/ 1.41/
1.24 0.75 0.75
Car 2.01 2.11 2.10
Horse 9.12 8.38 3.57
Table 3. Ablation study on the synthetic scene Room4. We com-
pare AT-RMSE for our approach to not using association likeli-
hoods, and to not using map confidence weights for tracking.
use Mask R-CNN detections with certain labels (e.g., per-
son) to exclude these labels from the reconstruction and
tracking. In our approach, the association likelihoods al-
ready prevent parts of depthmaps projecting into foreground
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Figure 4. Qualitative evaluation on the real-world datasets published with Co-Fusion [15]. We demonstrate that we can handle fast move-
ment (the second and the third image of the first dataset only 25 frames apart), as well as objects with relative weak geometric cues, such
as the clock in the second dataset. Note that the left arm handing over the teddy is not detected in the last dataset. While it initially is
integrated into the background it is quickly overriden by actual background depth soon after it moved out of view.
parts of object volumes from being integrated into the back-
ground volume used for camera tracking. We thus maintain
object volumes for detected people but do not render them
during raycasting for visualization. The association likeli-
hood then tends to associate even non-rigidly moving peo-
ple to the object volumes rather than the background, en-
abling us to robustly track the camera relative to the back-
ground model.
We compare our method to five state-of-the-art dynamic
SLAM approaches: joint visual odometry and scene flow
(VO-SF, [8]), StaticFusion (SF, [19]), Co-Fusion (CF, [15]),
MaskFusion (MF, [16]), and MID-Fusion (MID-F, [27]).
VO-SF [8] and SF [19] were designed for reconstructing the
static background while ignoring dynamic parts. CF [15],
MF [16], and MID-F [27] were designed for multi-object
reconstruction, and the latter two of these methods, like our
approach, use Mask R-CNN [7] detections for instantiating
objects. Results showing absolute trajectory (AT) and rela-
tive pose (RP) RMSEs are shown in Table 2. One can see
that our method achieves competitive results in most cases,
especially compared to MF [16] and MID-F [27]. The table
rows are ordered approximately by scene difficulty, so the
latter rows exhibit large dynamic parts with heavy occlu-
sions. f3s abbreviates freiburg3 sitting while f3w stands for
freiburg3 walking. MID-Fusion did not report RP-RMSE
and thus is not shown in Table 2 (b).
We further compare to MaskFusion [16] on the scene
f3 long office household of the benchmark [22]. By export-
ing the relative trajectory of the teddy bear and the camera,
we can compare the object trajectory to the ground truth
camera trajectory as was done in [16]. While we achieve
slightly worse results on the teddy bear trajectory (3.5cm,
while MaskFusion achieved 2.2cm), our camera trajectory
is more accurate (5.0cm compared to 8.9cm for MaskFu-
sion). Note that while MaskFusion improved their camera
trajectory wrt. the background to 7.2cm AT-RMSE when
not tracking the teddy bear, we do not expect a notable
change for this case in our approach since the teddy is im-
plicitly reconstructed with partial association likelihood in
the background and would be disassociated and removed
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Frame 240 Frame 270 Frame 300
Figure 5. Incremental mask integration. From top to bottom:
Masked RGB Frame, model output and association likelihood for
teddy before mask integration, model output and association like-
lihoods after mask integration. One can see that the association
likelihoods provide a soft geometric segmentation for the moving
geometry inside the volume of the teddy object. It gets stronger
for the pixels that actually belong to the object once Mask R-CNN
confirms those pixels to belong to that object. Note that the teddy
bear is first detected in frame 240 and thus does not have associa-
tion likelihoods in this frame yet.
from it if it would start moving.
In Table 3, we do an ablation study to evaluate the contri-
butions of different parts of our method. Since most objects
only observe minor changes in their local topology (the Air-
ship moving freely in the air, the car driving on the ground),
and there are no large objects moving into view from the
edge of the image, the effects of not using association like-
lihoods or map confidence weights for tracking are numer-
ically negligible for most objects. However, the rocking
horse is subject to topology changes in its surrounding since
the wall and the floor intersect the object volume at different
angles. Thus, we can observe a significant improvement for
this object in Table 3.
4.2. Qualitative Evaluation
Figure 4 shows a qualitative evaluation on the real-world
datasets published with Co-Fusion [15]. One can see, that
we manage to reconstruct dynamic and static objects in
these scenes if they are detected by Mask R-CNN. Note that
some of the objects, like the trashcan in the first sequence
are not contained in the set of classes that Mask R-CNN is
trained on. Thus, the trashcan is not detected for a large
number of frames and deleted because of a low existence
probability pex . The bottle in the clock sequence is deleted
after it is classified as “not visible” because it moves out of
view and the number of pixels in view is too low.
We show how the incremental integration of foreground
probabilities into object volumes improves the object masks
in Figure 5. Finally, for a qualitative evaluation of the effect
of the association likelihood, we refer to Figure 1, where
moving objects leave a visible trace because their depth val-
ues are integrated into the background, and Figure 3, which
shows that they help to improve the tracking quality by in-
cluding geometric cues if Mask R-CNN segmentations do
not fit the actual object shape.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a novel probabilistic formula-
tion for dynamic object-level SLAM with RGB-D cameras.
We infer the latent data association of pixels with the ob-
jects in the map concurrently with the maximum likelihood
estimates of camera poses and maps. The maps are repre-
sented as volumetric signed distance functions. For track-
ing, our probabilistic formulation facilitates direct align-
ment of depth images with the SDF representation.
Our results demonstrate that proper probabilistic treat-
ment of data associations is a key ingredient to robust track-
ing and mapping in dynamic scenes. To the best of our
knowledge, our approach is the first that considers EM for
dynamic object-level SLAM with RGB-D cameras.
Note that our approach treats the detected objects mod-
els always as dynamic. While our experiments have shown
that their poses are stable in most settings for static objects,
in future work an additional classification into static and
dynamic objects might be developed to prevent drifting of
static objects and to refine the camera pose by tracking it
relative to the static object volumes. This might prove ben-
eficial since the object volumes usually exhibit a higher rel-
ative resolution. In future work we further plan to integrate
information from the RGB image for tracking to further in-
crease the accuracy and robustness of the method in planar
surfaces. Finally, we plan to investigate how our approach
could be used on mobile manipulation platforms for the in-
teractive perception of objects.
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